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Motivation
The National Quantum Initiative Act

Higher-education institutions 
have a key role

Our first question is: 
What is quantum information 
science and technology in this 
context?

Hence, what is the 
“quantum industry”?
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What is the Quantum Industry?
1. Quantum information science:

“the use of the laws of quantum physics for 
the storage, transmission, manipulation, 
computing, or measurement of information.” 
(National Quantum Initiative Act)

2. The quantum industry:
All companies engaged in activities that 
either apply quantum information science for 
their product to function or provide 
technology that enables such a product.

Five types of activities
1. Quantum sensors
2. Quantum networking & comms
3. Quantum computing hardware
4. Quantum algorithms & applications
5. Facilitating technologies
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Methodology

Interview study of 21 companies 
from across the different activities 
of the Quantum Industry.

Find out more about the QED-C: www.quantumconsortium.org

Recruited through the Quantum 
Economic Development 
Consortium (QED-C) mailing list 
and snowball sampling.
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What are the career opportunities?
Percent of the 21 
companies 
employing at least 1 
person in these roles

5 key technical jobs
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What are the skills valued by the quantum industry?
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What are the skills associated with each job?
An example:
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Linking skills to future training
We have produced skills tables with the 
following course titles:

1. Traditional quantum theory
2. Quantum information theory
3. Real-world quantum information theory
4. Hardware for quantum information
5. Electronics
6. Mechanical engineering
7. Optics and opto-mechanics
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What are the routes into specific jobs?
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What are the routes into specific jobs?
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What new training is needed?
Generally: 
- Satisfied with skills and knowledge of physics Ph.D. graduates.
- High value associated with hands-on experience.

For undergraduate engineers - a basic course in quantum information:
1. Software track: in software and algorithms 

- for CS and Software Engineers
2. Hardware track: in device physics, qubits, and control electronics 

- for Electrical, Mechanical, and Optical Engineers

For physics students - value associated with:
1. working collaboratively on software (e.g. Git) and
2. engineering and system design skills
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What are the hiring challenges?
1. 33% of companies reported finding quantum information theorists a 

challenge (though not all!):

“a lot of the theory positions have been the hardest... it’s very specialized 
as far as the number of groups in the world that focus on things like 
quantum computing algorithms or quantum error correction”

2. 29% of companies reported:

“what’s challenging is finding people with relevant electronics expertise, 
and by relevant I mean sort of a good blend of analog and digital.” 
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Discussion
What is a quantum engineer?

● A Ph.D. physicist gone into industry?
● A bachelor’s electronic engineer working on quantum hardware?
● A software engineer, with some QIS knowledge, writing quantum algorithms?

These are all quantum engineers! 
It depends on who you ask.
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Conclusions
Today, we have answered the following questions:

1. What are the career opportunities?
2. What skills are valued?
3. What are the routes into the quantum industry?
4. What new training is needed?
5. What are the hiring needs?

And we provide resources 
to help identify the relationship between these skills
and courses that are currently being taught or are planned for the future.
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